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MecSoft releases VisualMILL 6.0 PRO
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Irvine, CA – March 7, 2008: MecSoft Corporation, developer of industry leading CAM solutions
announced today the release of the VisualMILL 6.0 Professional. This product configuration
ushers in powerful, state of the art 3 Axis toolpath generation methods to its flagship VisualMILL
product suite. This product release builds on the previously released VisualMILL Standard and
the VisualMILL 4 Axis configurations of the same product.
The outstanding features of this product release are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

3D Offset Pocketing
3D Offset Profiling
Check surface processing
Tool holder collision detection and processing
Tool contact area, silhouette and flat area processing
Improved knowledge base handling

These powerful features, found only in systems costing 3 times as much, along with improved
performance and ease of use serve to elevate VisualMILL as the most powerful and easiest to use
CAM system under the $5000 price range.
"This release is the culmination of years of hard work spent in listening to our customers and
improving and enhancing the functionality offered in our industry leading product VisualMILL. With
the introduction of powerful new toolpath generation methods, enhancements in existing areas of
the product along with processing and productivity improvements, we believe strongly that we have
the best value proposition in the CAM industry. We are proud of this product release and expect it
to do extremely well in the market place. " says MecSoft's President Joe Anand a long time veteran
of the CAD/CAM industry.
The VisualMILL 6.0 product suite is available for immediate download at www.mecsoft.com
For further information on this product or any other MecSoft Corporation products, please call 949654-8163 or email sales@mecsoft.com
MecSoft Corporation is a leading provider of Windows®-based CAM software solutions for
manufacturing parts in a wide variety of industries, including automotive, mold & die, aerospace,
general machining and education.

